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are the current and voltage at the point A, this oscillation will
appear at a point B, at distance I from Aj at a moment of time
later than at A by the time of propagation ti from A to 5, if the
oscillation is traveling from A to JS; that is, in the equation (11),
instead of t the time (t — ti) enters.
Or, if the oscillation travels from B to A, it is earlier at B by the
time'ji; that is, instead of the time t, the value (t + h) enters the
equation (11). In general, the oscillation at A will appear at B}
and the oscillation at B will appear at A, after the time h; that
is, both expressions of (11), with (t - fc) and with (t + 0, will
occur.
The general form of the line oscillation thus is given by substi-
tuting, (t =F *0 instead of t into the equations (11), where ti is the
time of propagation over the distance I
If v = velocity of propagation of the electric field, which in air,
as with a transmission line, is approximately
v * 3 X 1010,	(12)
and in a medium of permeability /* and permittivity (specific
capacity) * ib
Vmt*X™-,	(13)
vhk
and we denote
a - J,	(14)
then
ti - aZ;	(15)
and if we denote
2vfti - w - 27r/<rf,	(16)
we get, substituting t T ii for f and $ T w for ^ into tho o<iuation
(11), the equations of the lino (wcillation:
W - 7)         )
=F o> - 7) J
i - c^ut COB (
e « *oertt< Hm (^ =F
In these equations,
^ - 2 tt/^    i
is the time angle, and	>	(18)
is the space angle, and c » cq<§*^ is the xmidmum value of current,
z^c the maximum value of voltage at the point I.

